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ABSTRACT

We investigate the electrical properties and dopant profiles of boron emitters performed by plasma immersion ion implan-
tation from boron trifluoride (BF3) gas precursor, thermally annealed and passivated by silicon oxide/silicon nitride stacks.
High thermal budgets are required for doses compatible with screen-printed metal pastes, to reach very good activation
rates. However, if good sheet resistances and saturation current densities may be obtained, we met strong limitations of
the implied open-circuit voltage of the n-type Czochralski silicon substrates, which is incompatible with high-efficiency
solar cells. Such limitations are not encountered with beamline where pure B+ ions are implanted. Efforts on the passivation
quality may improve the implied open-circuit voltage but are not sufficient. We provide experimental comparison between
beamline and plasma immersion allowing us to discriminate the causes explaining this observation (implantation technique
or ion specie used) and to infer our interpretation: The co-implantation of fluorine seems to indirectly impact the lifetime of
the core substrate after thermal annealing. Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION: BORON DOPING
BY BLII AND PIII

Ion implantation is becoming a more and more used
technique to make the photovoltaic (PV) junction of silicon
solar cells. It, indeed, offers significant manufacturing
simplifications compared with gaseous diffusion-based
processes, especially for advanced cells like n-type bifacial
or interdigitated back-contact components, and gives
highly reproducible and uniform doping, hence tight cell
efficiency distributions. Efforts were recently done to reduce
the costs of ion implanters dedicated to the solar field, and dif-
ferent kinds of industrial equipment are nowadays present on
the market PV [1]: beamline (BLII), ion shower-like, and
plasma immersion (PIII) tools. The latter tool is potentially
the cheapest one (taking into account running costs) as it is
a non mass-selective, surface-independent, low gas consum-
ing implantation equipment. High-quality phosphorous PIII
emitters have been largely validated these last years, leading

to conversion efficiencies quite above 19% on p-type indus-
trial size silicon cells with aluminum back surface field
[2,3]. Besides, plasma immersion could also serve as a
texturization method (black silicon) compatible with the con-
formal doping of surfaces showing high aspect ratios [4,5].

However, up to now, there are few thorough works
showing the use of plasma doping to make solar-grade
boron emitters for silicon cells (showing both low emitter
saturation current density J0e and high voltage), by resorting
to boron trifluoride (BF3) or B2H6 gas precursors for
instance. The BLII case has been much more studied and
is now well controlled. It is established that boron (B) emit-
ters need high thermal activation annealing to reach low J0e
value and may require additional chemical surface treat-
ments to remove the boron-rich layer formed at the surface.
Efficiencies around 20.5% have been obtained on large-area
n-type homojunction cells [6–9], but to our knowledge, such
performances have not been demonstrated with plasma dop-
ing (PIII) yet. As a non mass-selective technique, PIII does
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not implant pure boron ions but composite ion species
depending on the gas precursor we choose (BFx<3

+ , B+, F+

ions with BF3, B2Hx<6
+ , B+, BHx

+ with B2H6). An advantage
is that, even for beamline tools, one can obtain much higher
ionic current with BF2

+ ions (for instance) than with pure B+

ones so that higher throughput implanters devoted to boron
doping could be integrated in a solar cell fabrication line.
However, the composite ion species can change the physico-
chemical behavior of the doping and may complicate the
process engineering. In somewhat old publications, Wood
et al. managed to make efficient n-type cells based on
glow-discharge implantation from B2H6, either thermally
annealed [10] or processed by excimer laser [11], the latter
technique giving better results. Recently, B emitters per-
formed on ion shower tool [12] (i.e. without mass selection),
and thermally activated, seem to reach sufficient emitter
quality (implied Voc of 670mV), with alumina passivation
and an additional forming gas anneal, but information on
the actual ion specie implanted is not given and no complete
cells were made. Nakamura et al. made passivated emitter
rear totally diffused (bifacial) solar cells with an ion shower
tool [13] and reported efficiencies around 18.5%, limited by
recombination losses in the boron emitter. As B2H6 is a
more toxic, expensive, and unstable gas than BF3, we will
focus on the latter gas in this paper.

Boron doping by BF3 plasma immersion may present
behaviors quite difficult to analyze as we also implant
fluorine. Actually, the influence of F on the B activation
and diffusion mechanisms is a subject of controversy.
Indeed, it is known that BF2

+ constitutes the majority of
implanted specie through the PIII technique [14–16]. Such
ions amorphize the silicon surface and may induce end-of-
range (EOR) damage such as dislocation loops (DLs) at
the initial amorphous/crystalline interface after thermal
annealing [17]. Fluorine bubbles may also be trapped in
some cases [18]. However, according to other works, fluo-
rine may inhibit (or may dissolve) the formation of EOR
DL, by reducing available silicon interstitials [19,20].
Moreover, a chemical fluorine–boron interaction may
cause a boron diffusion retardation [21,22], while boron
exodiffusion would also be enhanced in the presence of
fluorine [23]. Figure 1 shows typical as-implanted boron
profiles resulting from beamline and plasma doping. As
we can see, these profiles are very different, but the fact
that we obtain more concentrated as-implanted profiles
with BF3 plasma doping does not mean that it will be
more difficult to activate the dopants because there is an
amorphized silicon layer which is reported to be favorable
to activation during epitaxial recrystallization and because
fluorine may reduce the formation of boron clusters [24].
Indeed, B clusters are responsible for the main limitation
of the electrical quality of B+ implanted emitters, whereas
they do not appear in gas diffusion processes [25]. Such
boron clusters need high temperatures (typically around
1050 °C) to be dissolved, and if lower temperatures can
work with weak implantation doses [7,26], such doses
may not be suitable for screen-printing contacts in a solar
cell fabrication process. Very recently, Krugener et al.

[27] presented characterizations of BFx-based emitters, per-
formed by BLII with different implantation energies and
annealing temperatures. They analyzed the silicon crystal
damage (via electron microscopy) resulting from BFx
implants and found a process window giving low J0e values
(down to 60 fA/cm2, for a 140Ω/sq sheet resistance) after a
950 °C annealing and an Al2O3 passivation. However, no
information was given on impliedVoc although it has a strong
importance for solar cell integration, as we will see later.

Thus, this paper aims to present a comprehensive (electri-
cal and physicochemical) study enabling the identification of
different issues we can meet when we want to make solar-
grade boron emitters based on BF3 plasma doping, followed
by a thermal activation, on n-type Czochralski (Cz) 239-cm2

wafers. In the present work, no cells have been made and we
only focus on characterization of symmetrically implanted
substrates. After a brief description of the applied process
flow, we point out the effects of main plasma parameters
and evaluate the boron activation rate after high thermal
annealings. Then, we refine our implantation/annealing con-
ditions and highlight the existence of some systematic limita-
tions of emitter electrical parameters that are supposed
mainly are supposed to be mainly due to the co-implantation
of fluorine. In the second part of the paper, we switch on a
beamline tool to check some hypotheses with selectively im-
planted ions, validating the strong impact of fluorine on the
minority carrier lifetime of the silicon substrates.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL

Figure 2 shows the process flow applied on symmetrically
implanted n-type Cz wafers. Substrates were chemically

Figure 1. As-implanted boron SIMS profiles after beamline
(BLII) and plasma immersion (PIII) ion implantation, for different
arbitrary doses and same energy. BLII injects monoenergetic
ions and classically gives gaussian-type profiles; the depth of
the concentration peak directly depends on the implantation
energy. In a plasma chamber, the substrate is immersed in an
ionic bath where many collisions occur and the implantation is
said to be multienergetic; as a consequence, the dopant profile
is shallower and exhibits a maximum at the surface level [3].
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textured by default, but some polished wafers were also
used when secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) mea-
surements were carried out to support our interpretations.
For the sake of equivalence, the effective dose implanted
on textured wafers must be nearly 1.7 times greater than
that on polished ones because of an increased surface area
in the presence of pyramids (made by classical KOH
texturization).

To electrically activate the dopants, the substrates are
submitted to a thermal annealing under neutral (N2) atmo-
sphere at high temperature, followed by a surface oxidation
step at a lower temperature. The surface passivation quality
is indeed important, and a silicon oxide growth may be an
advantageous method for a solar cell fabrication process as
it can be done during the thermal annealing (compared
with a separated Al2O3 deposition step).

Implantations were all performed at CEA-Leti, either on
a Pulsion® plasma immersion equipment (from the com-
pany Ion Beam Services), or on a Viista® HC ion beam
implanter (from Applied Materials). Cleaning, thermal
annealing, passivation steps, and electrical characteriza-
tions of the implanted substrates were carried out on the
semi-industrial INES platform by CEA-Liten teams. In
particular, the implied Voc and the saturation current density
J0e were measured by quasi-steady-state photoconductance
(QSS-PC) after an infrared firing step. The emitter sheet
resistance will be noted Rsheet. Regarding PV specifications,
our electrical targets are

• 70<Rsheet< 100Ω/sq (compatible with good screen-
printed contacts)

• J0e< 200 fA/cm2

• Implied Voc> 650mV (>660mV preferred).

Such targets are related to our standard ion-beam-
implanted boron (B+) emitter which will be taken as a ref-
erence all along the paper (refer to its electrochemical
capacitance-voltage (ECV) profile in Figure 2 along with
a BCl3 high temperature gaseous diffusion emitter profile
for comparison). This BLII reference emitter has indeed
been integrated into the fabrication of our high-efficiency
bifacial solar devices (up to 20.3% independently certified
on 239 cm2 Cz silicon substrates) called SONIA cells [7]. It is

typically characterized by Rsheet ~90Ω/sq, J0e ~150 fA/cm
2,

and implied Voc ~660mV after a 1050 °C thermal
activation and a SiO2 passivation.

3. PLASMA PARAMETERS AND
BORON ACTIVATION RATE

First of all, pulsed-plasma conditions were tuned to iden-
tify a starting window of implantation dose/emitter sheet
resistance suited for PV specifications. Figure 3 gives
typical trends of Rsheet depending on some variable param-
eters (radiofrequency (RF) power and gas pressure in the
chamber) used on the PIII equipment, for fixed nominal
implanted dose and implantation energy, and after a stan-
dard 1050 °C thermal annealing (typically applied for
beamline boron emitters). RF power and pressure have a
strong impact on the BF3 decomposition in different ionic
species [14–16]. The global implanted ionic quantity
(machine dose) being fixed here, the observed decrease
of Rsheet with lower plasma pressure corresponds to greater
effective boron doses (implanted and activated dose). In

Figure 2. (a) Sketch of the symmetrically implanted samples and process flow (Tx referring to a temperature plateau). (b) Boron elec-
trochemical capacitance-voltage (ECV) profiles of our reference BLII emitter after thermal activation (Rsheet = 90Ω/sq) and that of our

BCl3-diffused emitter (Rsheet = 65Ω/sq) for comparison.

Figure 3. Behavior of the sheet resistance of a boron emitter
performed by BF3 plasma immersion, for fixed machine dose
(1 × 1016 at/cm2) and implantation energy, in function of the

radiofrequency power and chamber pressure.
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the following, we take a pressure between 5 × 10�4 and
10�3 bars and a RF power below 600W.

It is to be noted that we cannot measure in situ the exact
dose of boron atoms that we really implant on the plasma
tool; contrary to beamline equipment, only the total im-
planted ionic dose is measured; moreover, a significant
amount of superficial implanted boron may exodiffuse or
be removed during the whole process. Thus, we experi-
mentally observed that, given our plasma conditions, the
real implanted dose is roughly half that of the nominal ma-
chine dose.

Efforts (not shown) were also done to adjust the loading
and annealing conditions in the belt furnace (temperature
ramp-up, N2 gas flow, time…), in order to minimize the
emitter nonuniformity of the 239-cm2 (textured) silicon
wafers. In particular, the BF3 implants by plasma immer-
sion show a strong concentration at the surface (Figure 1)
and are more sensitive to inhomogeneity of the thermal en-
vironment than B+ implants (whose concentration peak is a
few nanometers under the surface). All along the paper, we
verified that the nonuniformity factors of Rsheet, defined
according to the ratio

Non� unif %ð Þ ¼ 100 x
Rsheet max � Rsheet min

Rsheet max þ Rsheet min

� �

were always below 3–4% after a mapping of at least 25
points (such a ratio is a more demanding constraint than
the simple standard deviation σ).

We now obtain a first insight into the influence of the
thermal annealing on the boron activation. We compare
ECV and SIMS profiles of quite heavily doped emitters.
As the ECV profile exhibits the activated concentration
of dopants while the SIMS profile shows the total concen-
tration of boron, the comparison allows us to calculate the
boron activation rate (γ). For that, we use polished Cz sili-
con wafers. They were implanted with a “machine” dose of
2.9 × 1016 at/cm2, equivalent to an implantation dose
2.9 × 1016 × 1.7 = 5 × 1016 at/cm2 on textured surfaces. The
substrates were then annealed at two different temperatures

(followed by an oxidation step): one at 950 °C (giving
Rsheet = 137Ω/sq) and the other at 1050 °C with a
shorter time (Rsheet = 27Ω/sq). The curves are displayed
in Figure 4.

We see, for each case, a difference between ECV and
SIMS measurements that reflects the amount of inactive
boron, very close to the surface. Taking into account the
uncertainty linked to the sharp B peak at the Si/SiO2

interface on SIMS profiles, which is only an artifact of
the measurement, the activation rate of boron (γ) is
between 44 and 58% for the 950 °C annealing whereas it
is between 89 and 93% for the very high temperature case.
So, we conclude that the activation level is indeed more
than adequate, provided that the thermal budget is suffi-
ciently high. Our standard B emitter obtained by beamline
implantation corresponds to γ≈ 98% at 1050 °C but for a
lighter dose (Rsheet ~90Ω/sq). Here, the lower sheet resis-
tance at 1050 °C (Rsheet = 27Ω/sq) of the BF3-based emit-
ters highlights the use of a too high dose, so for the study
of the electrical quality of these emitters, that will follow
in the next section, a lower implantation dose will be used.

4. IMPROVEMENTS OF
DOSE/ANNEALING CONDITIONS

In this part, we study the impact of the implantation dose
and annealing temperature variations on the electrical
parameters (Rsheet, J0e, and implied Voc) of the BF3-based
emitters. We chose a lower BF3 dose range, around a refer-
ence machine dose D0 (range D0 ± 2 × 10

15 at/cm2). The
textured wafers were symmetrically doped and submitted
to standard thermal annealings around 1050–1075 °C, with
different times for the temperature plateau. The substrates
were then passivated with a SiO2/SiNx stack and finally
fired in an infrared furnace. Electrical characterizations
are shown in Figure 5. These new dose/annealing condi-
tions give values of sheet resistance and J0e closer to that
obtained in our reference 90Ω/sq BLII emitter [7]. The
highest thermal budget always gives the best parameters.

Figure 4. SIMS and ECV curves of heavily doped B emitters at two annealing conditions: (a) at 950 °C, giving 137Ω/sq, and (b) at
1050 °C, giving 27Ω/sq.
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Notably, low saturation current densities validate the qual-
ity of the space charge zone and are an indication that the
activation of BF3 implants is complete, especially for the
lowest dose (average J0e ~160 fA/cm2). The decrease of
Rsheet and J0e with the increase of the thermal budget (from
1 to 30min at 1075 °C for instance) may be attributed to an
increase of the carrier mobility μp resulting from a deeper

(less concentrated) profile, according to the well-known
relation

Rsheet ¼ q ∫
xj

0
μp xð ÞN xð Þdx

" #�1

where xj is the junction depth, N is the local active boron
concentration, and μp is the hole mobility.

However, whereas J0e values are quite low, implied Voc

remains surprisingly limited (below 630mV) even for the
lightly doped emitter. This is not the case for boron emit-
ters performed by beamline (with pure B+ ions). It is to
be noted that other reported works on BF3 plasma doping
applied onfloat zone and ribbon silicon substrates, for similar
dose ranges, also showed implied Voc quite below 600mV
but with lower thermal budgets [28]. Two hypotheses (possi-
bly combined) could explain the low Voc phenomenon:

• A degradation of the bulk substrate lifetime (because
of extra-contamination, enhanced during the high
thermal annealing, or because of another physico-
chemical phenomenon linked to the co-implantation
of fluorine),

• A passivation issue at the surface (residual defects
zone and/or bad interfacial oxide). This hypothesis
should also normally impact the J0e value.

In order to investigate the second hypothesis, fine SIMS
measurements were done for boron and fluorine over the first
100-nm depth, on polished wafers that have been implanted
and annealed with oxidation. On the as-implanted profiles, in
Figure 6, we observe high concentrations of fluorine and bo-
ron, the B profile being slightly deeper. After annealing,
there is the presence of a boron-rich oxide layer of a few
nanometers thick. However, a remarkable effect is that we
only detect fluorine inside the oxide with a relatively small
concentration and not in the bulk substrate (or below the de-
tection limit). Jeng et al. [29] experimentally showed that the
SiO2/Si interface clearly acts as a getter during thermal an-
nealing and removes F from the interior of the sample.
Thompson et al. [30] also stated that incorporation of ambi-
ent O2 into the boron-doped silicon surface, during thermal
steps, would enhance the out-diffusion of fluorine from the

Figure 5. Electrical characterization of BF3-based emitters for
lighter implantation dose ranges (at/cm2) around a reference
dose D0 and variable thermal budgets (SiO2/SiNx passivation).

The BLII reference is recalled in the top graph.

Figure 6. SIMS profiles of F and B (at/cm3) just after implantation (a) and after annealing/oxidation (b), with a high machine dose
2.9 × 1016 at/cm2 (polished wafer).
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surface, while the actual driving force (chemical and/or
electromotive effects) is not totally identified. Our SIMS
observations are thus consistent with such references.

The boron-rich oxide may present insufficient passivation
properties. However, such a layer may also exist in case of
beamline emitters. These measurements let us think that, after
the annealing, it is advisable to chemically treat the surface
before oxidation/passivation, by etching the oxide and the
superficial boron-rich silicon. We have tested this case and
indeed observed an improvement of J0e and Voc (gain of 5
to 10mV), but it is not sufficient to reach high voltage. Such
a treatment is not necessary when we implant pure B+ atoms
(with a beamline). Another method could be to willingly
grow a thick sacrificial oxide during the thermal annealing
in order to largely consume the B-rich emitter surface and
to remove it chemically afterwards [6]. A disadvantage, how-
ever, is that post-annealing chemical step prevents a direct
passivation of the surface by growing a high-quality silicon
oxide during the thermal activation (such an in situ passiv-
ation is very practical in a solar cell-manufacturing process).
On the other hand, once the oxide is removed, we have the
choice to make a better passivation like Al2O3 deposition
[7] (a gain of ~10mV can be expected, compared with
SiO2). After having clarified the passivation issue, one can
wonder whether low Voc are because of the immersion-
plasma technique itself (with possible extra-contamination)
or to the ion specie (with the subsequent physicochemical
effects it implies). Indeed, as in the case of fluorine-based
reactive ion etcher, BFx

+ or F+ ions might attack some parts

of the implantation chamber and incorporate metallic species
into the wafers. We thus switched on beamline equipment
and analyzed the differences observed when we implant pure
B+ ions or pure BFx

+ ions exclusively.

5. A COMPARISON BETWEEN B+

AND BF2
+ IMPLANTATIONS

In a pulsed-plasma-immersion chamber, the gas precursor
BF3 is decomposed in different species like BF2

+, BF+, F+,
and B+ but essentially BF2

+ (more than 50% and most often
between 85 and 95%) [14–16]. As a consequence, to study
the impact of fluorine atoms on the emitter parameters, we
implanted BF2

+ ions with a (mass selective) beamline and
compared it to our reference B+ doping. It is to be noticed
that BF2

+ are heavier ions so that implantation energy should
be increased (nearly 4.5 times more) to fit its profile with
the as-implanted B+ profile, but this leads to very high J0e
values (probably because of greater and deeper implanta-
tion damage, refer to [27]). Figure 7(a) shows CTRIM sim-
ulations comparing the reference boron profile and the BF2

+

implanted ones at the same implantation energy (that of our
reference boron emitter). As we will see, the final character-
istic profiles after annealing become similar.

Double-side samples were implanted to obtain three
different profiles noted (1), (2), and (3), whose implanta-
tion conditions are listed in Table I. As we use a
microelectronics-class beamline tool in this section, the

Figure 7. (a) Simulated profiles of as-implanted B+ and BF2
+ implants (before annealing) for same implantation energy and nominal

dose D0. (b) Comparison of ECV and SIMS measurements of BF2
+ implants (emitters (2) and (3) listed in Table I) after annealing, show-

ing complete activation.

Table I. Average electrical parameters of emitters based on B+ or BF2
+ ions, performed by beamline, for fixed implantation energy.

Emitter Features Rsheet (Ω/sq) Rsh nonuniformity (%) Voc (mV) J0e (fA/cm
2) τ bulk (μs)

(1) B+/dose D0 97 3.1 663 122 244
(2) BF2

+/dose D0 149 3.6 607 190 140
(3) BF2

+/~2.5× dose D0 76 2.6 599 313 158

Samples are passivated by SiO2/SiNx stacks. τ is the effective lifetime of the bulk silicon measured after complete emitter etching (20 μm removed on each

side) and SiNx passivation (without subsequent firing).
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real implanted dose is well controlled. They were
annealed at 1050 °C and passivated with the usual SiO2/
SiNx stack. All the samples were annealed together in
the same furnace. The final doping profiles of BF2

+ im-
plants are displayed in Figure 7(b). ECV/SIMS curves
confirm the complete activation of BF2

+-based emitters
(2) and (3) (the deviation here observed for great depths
may be because of a calibration error or to the displace-
ment of probed dopants by Cs + etching during SIMS
experiment; this difference does not significantly modify
the calculation of the active dose).

Final electrical parameters measured by QSS-PC are
summed up in Table I. The sheet resistances of (1) and
(2) emitters (same nominal dose) are clearly different. It
is not linked to an activation degree or to a shallower
doping profile but to a different final dose kept inside the
substrate. The as-implanted BF2

+ profile being more con-
centrated and closer to the surface, we may meet more
boron exodiffusion during annealing (or more B removal
during chemical cleaning if such a step is used just
after implantation). An exodiffusion because of the co-
implantation of F is another possible explanation, accord-
ing to the scientific literature (refer to the Introduction
section). Fluorine also seems to reduce the B cluster
formation as the activation is total in the case of emitter
(3) although the dose is much higher.

Now, if we consider the QSS-PC measurements, we
see that BF2-based emitters show acceptable J0e values
(space charge zone not impacted by fluorine implanta-
tion) but low implied Voc, for both doses. We thus re-
trieve a behavior very similar to that obtained by PIII
emitters. By comparison, our standard B+ emitter works
fine and allows us to preclude a possible implanter con-
tamination. SIMS measurements (not shown) on the very
first nanometers of emitters (2) and (3) also exhibit the
same kind of surface profiles for fluorine and boron seen
in Figure 6.

In order to verify if the Voc drop comes from the bulk
silicon or from post-implantation damage that would have
not been completely annealed (like the EOR damage at the
end of the recrystallized silicon region), the emitters have
been completely etched (~20 μm on each side of the
wafers) to measure the effective minority carrier lifetime
τeff inside the core substrate (after cleaning and a SiNx

passivation without subsequent firing step). Results are

shown in Table I. We indeed observe a strong reduction
of τeff in the case of BF2

+-based samples, with a loss of
around 100 μs compared with the substrates implanted
with B+ ions. The explanation for such lifetime degrada-
tion is not understood at the present time and needs further
studies. We can suspect some extended (deep) defects
after annealing and/or activation of recombination centers
linked to the implantation of F atoms. It is also possible
that BF2

+-based emitters are more sensitive to even resid-
ual contamination compared with B+ emitters during
thermal steps.

6. ROLEOF FLUORINE: F+ IMPLANTS
VERSUSAMORPHIZATION DEFECTS

To complete the previous section, other complementary
tests were carried out with the beamline implanter in order
to check the impact of pure fluorine ion implants and that
of surface amorphization, on the effective minority carrier
lifetime (QSS-PC measurement). We selectively implanted
F+ or Si+ ions with adapted energy/doses corresponding to
what we expect in as-implanted BF2

+ profiles, through
CTRIM simulations (not detailed here). The Si+ case is
expected to introduce only a defect quantity at the surface
close to that of BF2

+ implants (no dopant was then
implanted).

As these tests were led with other n-type Cz wafers dif-
ferent from that of the previous section, new boron emitters
were performed for a clear comparison (cases (a) and (b) in
Table II). We have again applied a 1050 °C annealing for
all the substrates, but the ramp-up before the maximum
temperature plateau was modified: The starting/loading
temperature is chosen lower than classically used in order
to improve at best the epitaxial recrystallization and cure
the implantation damage resulting from BF2

+ implants and
auto-implantation of Si+ ions (but it is to the detriment of
the total annealing time which is then increased). All the
wafers were passivated with SiO2/SiNx stacks and fired.
The results are resumed in Table II. The case (b) is directly
correlated with the cases (d) (same fluorine dose implanted)
and (f) (same amorphized layer thickness). The cases (e)
and (g) are additional trials.

Once again, we check that BF2
+ implants give J0e

values as good as B+ ones (<100 fA/cm2 here) but limited

Table II. IICharacterization of wafers selectively implanted with pure fluorine and silicon ions for energy/implantation doses close to
that expected in BF2

+ implants and performed by beamline.

Case Implanted specie Energy Ion dose Rsheet (Ω/sq) Voc (mV) J0e (fA/cm
2) Lifetime at 1Sun (μs)

(a) B+ E D0 88 661 78
(b) BF2

+ E D0 139 630 90
(c) No implant — 309
(d) F+ ~E/2 2× D0 159
(e) F+ ~E/2 4× D0 52
(f) Si+ E/2 1.25× D0 204
(g) Si+ E/2 3× dose D0 100

The starting temperature of the annealing ramp-up is here much lower than that of usual conditions to better cure the amorphization damage.
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implied Voc. When compared with the nonimplanted sub-
strate (which has also seen the same thermal annealing),
the F+-implanted wafers show significantly lower minor-
ity carrier lifetimes (all the more that the fluorine dose
increases, from case (d) to (e)). An auto-Si+ implant
may also deteriorate the crystalline quality of the surface
(after annealing) but at a much lower level.

7. PERSPECTIVES

We have studied the making of solar-grade boron emitters
by plasma immersion ion implantation from BF3 gas, on
large-area textured n-type Cz silicon substrates. The elec-
trical activation of boron was performed by high thermal
budget annealing. Complementary SIMS and ECV mea-
surements allowed us to better analyze the dopant profiles
and to testify on the good activation rates, even for strong
doses. Fluorine may be beneficial to B activation. How-
ever, there are also unexpected drawbacks. The main
observation reported in this work is that satisfactory J0e
values (<200 fA/cm2, with a SiO2 passivation) can be
obtained for sheet resistances below 100Ω/sq, but implied
Voc are systematically limited (<630mV), which is insuffi-
cient to make efficient solar cells (660mV would be
required). Pure B+ implants do not exhibit such limitations.
By judiciously comparing beamline and plasma immersion
implantations, we think that low Voc are not due to the PIII
technique itself but, indirectly, to the co-implantation of
fluorine inducing, after high thermal annealing, a signifi-
cant degradation of the bulk lifetime. The reason for such
degradation is not clearly established (deep defects after
annealing and/or activation of recombination centers
linked to the implantation of F atoms). Chemical treatment
after annealing may improve a little bit the implied voltage
(by removal of a boron-rich oxide for instance) and hydro-
gen passivation (e.g. forming gas anneal) could be a way to
partly recover a good substrate lifetime, but it implies addi-
tional steps in the process flow that reduces the expected
advantages of ion implantation as regards to process sim-
plification (compared with gas diffusion).

The use of BF3 gas precursor on plasma immersion or
ion shower tool (without mass analyzer) may thus prevent
attainment of high-quality solar cell precursors. The scar-
city of probative works about BF3 doping for solar cells,
in the current scientific literature, may reflect this difficult
issue (good J0e values are not sufficient; repeatable high
implied Voc are also to be proven). Thus, this paper con-
tributes to the advances on plasma doping and aims to
shed light on possible obstacles that are of special interest
for industrial companies designing implanters dedicated
to high-throughput PV cell fabrication lines. It is worth
noting that it is possible to overcome the bulk lifetime
degradation by resorting to laser activation of BF3
implants (instead of thermal annealing) as the laser only
anneals the silicon surface (annealed depth of a few mi-
crons with a short-wavelength beam). This latter method
shows positive results that will be presented at a later

time. At last, the gas precursor B2H6 is one of the possi-
ble alternatives for PIII doping, and studies are currently
in progress.
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